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A Note on the System

 Today: SANDBOX system
 October 1, 2016:  Actual system

– IMLS will send you a new URL and credentials
– IMLS will send credentials to your authorized 

certifying official
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Today we’ll give you access to the sandbox system so that you can get a feel for it.  You’ll have access after the conference as well.  On October 1, we’ll send you another URL and credentials for the actual system.  You’ll still have access to the test system, but all reports should be submitted in the actual system.  



Getting Started 

 Log in: http://imls-testspr.imls.gov/Login 
 Email + “Pacific” as password

Recommended first steps (Acct Management):
 Enter State Goals
 Update User Info (change password)
 Update State Info (optional)
Next steps (Projects and Activities): 
 Add Project
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Robin, Teri, and Lynn will circulate to help you enter your information and projects. 



Login Page
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Your login will be your email.  Throughout the system, you’ll be prompted to click these orange-colored buttons to continue.



Security/Accuracy Statement
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After logging in, you have to click I Accept on the Security and Accuracy of Information statement and Privacy disclaimer.  



Dashboard
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This is what your dashboard will look like.  It tells you the status of your Project entry in the middle, and you’ll use the left navigation area to begin tasks.  



Account Management
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Account Management is one of the first areas to visit so that you can fill in your User Info, your State Info, and your State Goals.  Clickable text appears in this aqua blue color throughout the system.



User Information
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User Information, under Account Management, is where you can fill in your name and title details and change your password. 



State Information
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State Information, under Account Management, is like the Information Update form – you don’t have to fully fill it in today, but it’s one of the first things you’ll need to do in the actual system.



State Goals
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State Goals, under Account Management, is something you should fill in briefly today.  You can use the orange button to add a state goal.  In the actual system, you will add all of your state goals here. 



State Goals - Name
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The State Goal name can be an abbreviation of your actual goal, but it is what the public will see, so it should make sense.  Description is for your reference and has space for the full text of the goal, if it’s long.  



Projects
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Now we’re going to look at the Projects section of the left navigation area.  



Add a Project
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To begin, you’ll select Add Project.  All of your projects are going to be new this year, but in the future, you might be able to use Continue a project or Copy a project.  Here you’ll click the orange Add Project button.



Project Information
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The Add a Project page begins with an area for you to fill out the title, state project code if you have one (it can stay blank), dates, abstract, and state goal. 



Save Often!
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Once you have some Project-level information filled out, it’s good to save it – you can then go back into the project and edit or add more. Note that the Abstract is about a paragraph, and the project dates are within the two year period of performance.  The state goal will appear from a dropdown list once you add a few state goals. 



Save Takes You to List Projects
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Once you save a project, the system will take you to List Projects, where a system code has been assigned.  You simply click the title of the project to continue working on it. 



Edit Project
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When you return to a project you’ve started, you’ll have the new option to Edit Project, and should select that. 



Project Director / Grantee
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Scrolling down under State Goal, there are spaces to fill out the Project Director information and to select a Grantee from the drop-down menu.  The SLAA should be listed there.  If you need to add other libraries, you can do so under Account Management in the left sidebar, which has a Manage Subrecipients option.   The Additional Materials section can be used to add a URL or document that relates to the project, if you have one - for example, a program flyer or photograph of an event.  



Budget
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Below Additional Materials is the Budget Information, where you can add numbers and explanations.  



Budget Total
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The budget automatically totals at the bottom for each of the columns.  



Add Intent
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Below the budget is the place to add an intent.  When you click the orange button it will give you a dropdown menu with the 14 intents we talked about earlier.  Once you choose one, you’d click Add. 



Add Subjects
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Once you select an intent, you’ll get a list of subjects and can choose up to 2.  



Save and Continue
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Once you add subjects, you’ll return to the top of the project, which is a good time to save again.  Then you’ll go back into the project, select edit project, and scroll down to add an activity.   



Add Activity
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When you scroll back down below the abstract and budget, you’ll see that the intent area is now filled in.  Below that is the place to Add Activity. 



Activity Information
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The Activity area will prompt you for another title and abstract, as well as to select the intent from the dropdown menu again.  At this point you should only have one intent to select from – the one that you entered before.  After you finish this section, you’ll hit the orange Next button. 



Activity Mode and Format
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On the next screen you’ll be prompted to select an Activity, Mode and Format, and that will open up a section to fill in the Quantity Information.  Then you’ll hit the orange Next button. 



Partners and Beneficiaries
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The next section has two sets of partner questions with check boxes.  It will be rare to have a partner that commits resources to the project and more common to leave the Partner section blank.  However, if you do have a formal partner, you should fill out both areas with check boxes – the area in which the partner operates, and its legal type.  The Beneficiaries section begins by asking if the activity is directed at the library workforce.  



Beneficiaries
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If you click no – it wasn’t directed at the library workforce - the section automatically expands.  It will expand again if you were to select Targeted Group from the next question.  You can also fill out the geographic community question if it applies.  Then hit Next. 



Locale
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The next section is on locale, and first asks if the activity was statewide.  If you select No, it will ask you if you can identify specific institutions, which you can pick from a list.  If you can’t identify specific institution, you can type in numbers in the institution types area.  Then you’ll click Next. 



Review, Save Activity
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At this point you’ll get to review the activity before moving on.  At the very bottom of the screen, you’ll need to Save Activity before moving on. 



Save Project and Continue
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Saving an Activity will send you back to the Project, where you must also Save.  Otherwise, you might lose work. 



Outcomes
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Once you’re back in the project, you’ll have an Activity in clickable text that you can edit.  The final section is for Outcomes information, where you can add some more narrative information as appropriate.  



Project Tags, and Final Save
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At the end of the Outcomes information, there is a place for Project Tags.  If your project has some special terminology to it, you might want to add it here so that it’s searchable, or you can leave this blank.  When you’ve finalized a project you’ll change the Draft option to Completed and then Save Project.  Even when a project is in Completed status, you can still change it back to draft.  This is just the status it needs to be in before you can certify the report.  



A Note on Admin/FSR
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Today we focused on entering traditional projects.  But the Admin Project for reporting on your 4% overhead (if any) is a separate, required piece, and the FSR is built into the system.  You can get to both from the List Projects area.  When we open the actual system to you in October, we can share slides that discuss these areas in more detail.  



System Resources

 SPR Reporting System User Documentation
 State Program Reporting Requirements 

(130pp) [includes data dictionary and report 
templates]
 Other Extranet materials (See New Program 

Report section)
 Mentor state: Hawaii (Lynn Masumoto)
 Program Officer (Teri DeVoe)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with the framework that we covered this morning, there are resources to help you navigate the system, including the SPR documentation. 
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